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Thanks for making 2020 another great year.

Donnelly Farms
Donnelly Farms of Farmington worked with the Lodermeier’s Inc. sales staff and construction crews to install some nice upgrades to their grain site in 2020. They first installed a new MC D1200
mixed flow dryer with Pinnacle 20/20 touchscreen controls and Accudry moisture control system. The dryer was fed by a new Brock 3,500 BPH leg with galvanized construction. To take dry corn
from the dryer they installed a new JPS 50hp 6” air system to fill their storage bins. To address their shortage of on-farm storage they also built a Brock 48’ diameter bin with a capacity of 106,000
bushels. We believe their Irish eyes were smiling during the 2020 harvest.
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Gerald and Ron Fox
Gerald and Ron Fox of Welch hired Lodermeier’s Inc. to do several projects on their grain setup this
year. They first had the Lodermeier’s crew construct a new Brock 48’ diameter x 17-ring bin with
a capacity of 73,877 bushels. The bin has a ShurStep stairway, Brock powersweep, low speed
centrifugal fans, Brock Tri-Corr floor with Parthenon floor supports, and sidedraw with Shurstep
stairs. They also got rid of all of the roof augers and installed a new JPS 5” x 40hp air system. Single
phase power is easily converted with the VFD, and it also controls the speed of the motor. Large
cyclones were installed on each bin to gently handle the grain.

Jim Vermilya
Jim Vermilya of Eyota got tired of his roof augers so he contracted with Lodermeier’s Inc. to install
a new JPS VairAir 5” grain conveying system to his bins. The air system has a VFD to control the
speed of the grain moving through the piping. It also includes large lined cyclones, sight glasses,
a bin distributor, and four bolt compression couplers.
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Joe and Bill Fiesler
Joe and Bill Fiesler of Eyota hired Lodermeier’s
professional crew to install a new JPS VariAir 5”
grain conveying system to their bins. They only
have single phase power but that is no problem
with a VFD that converts the power from single
phase to three phase and also controls the speed
of the blower motor. The air system also includes
large lined cyclones, a bin distributor, sight glasses,
and four bolt compression couplers.
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Mahle Farms
Bruce and Beth Mahle of Plum City, Wisconsin hired Lodermeier’s Inc. to do a major upgrade of
their drying setup. After much planning they decided to install a new dryer, air system, leg, tower,
and dumpit. The dryer they chose is the new MC Delta D600H mixed flow dryer. The dryer features
low speed centrifugal fans, high efficiency burners, dual Pinnacle 20/20 touchscreen controls, and
AccuDry moisture control system. The dryer can be remotely monitored and ran with the MC Trax
monitor system. A new JPS VariAir 5” grain conveying system was installed. A VFD converts the
single phase to three phase and also controls the speed of the blower to maintain the exact pressure
needed. A new LeMar tower holds a 5,000 bph Sudenga leg. Bruce purchased a used Lowry dumpit
a few years ago from Lodermeier’s and that was installed and a new Sudenga conveyor takes the
corn from the dumpit auger to the leg.
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The Design III StirAtor can turn a grain
bin into a drying system at a minimum
investment. A high temperature, above
10 degree rise, bin dryer has to have a
way to dry all the grain to the same
moisture. Just running a fan and heater
on a bin full of grain will result in 5%
grain at the bottom with no moisture
removed on the top. A GSI StirAtor
ensures that all the grain is the same
moisture without requiring a wet tank.

StirAtors

STIRATOR FEATURES:
Rugged Drive: A strong 3/16” aircraft cable drives the machine. No reversing switches.
Disconnect Box: Fused disconnect box protects motors.
Automatic Shut-Off: Shuts the StirAtor down if the trolley binds.
Fused Gear Motor: Protects against electrical problems.
Sealed Bearings: Low maintenance.
Solid State Electronic Tilt Switch: Replaces the mercury switch. Controls the forward

motion of the machine. No moving parts.
Gear Motor Ratio: GSI StirAtors use a 9 RPM gear motor.
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Mark Vieths
Mark Vieths of Goodhue had been dreaming of
ways to streamline his grain receiving process for
a couple of years. After careful consideration he
decided to install a new receiving conveyor and
grain leg to unload his incoming semis with. The
setup includes a Brock 8,000 BPH receiving conveyor
and an 8,000 BPH Brock leg supported by a Lemar
structural support tower. Mark also installed a new
Brock 42’ diameter x 48’ eave bin with a capacity
of 58,600 bushels. A few features on the bin were
a 15hp centrifugal fan, 10” powersweep unload
with vertical powerhead, Brock Shur-Step stairway,
and a 5th ring side draw system.
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Tuff Face Insulation:
Superior Condensation Blanket

Our Tuff Face Insulation Blanket is a wide-width condensation blanket consisting of

a white, smooth, cross laminated wall insulation blanket, designed specifically for

agricultural constructin in new or retrofit applications. Often, it is referred to as ‘peck

proof’ because of its bird resistant qualities.

Your Local

Dealer:

Goodhue, MN • 651-923-4441

AMD Distribution

1021 Kasten Drive

Spring Valley, MN
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Kenny and Brandon Lexvold
The Lexvold’s from Goodhue wanted to add a larger wet bin to their farm drying setup. They decided
on a Brock 27’ diameter x 37’ eave outside stiffened bin with a capacity of 18,600 bushels. The bin
included a 3’ tall concrete foundation, Shur-Step stairway and 8” powersweep unload.

Hines Ranch
Dale and Dean Hines of Ellsworth, Wisconsin worked with Lodermeier’s Inc. to install a new MC
E500 Eco Series dryer. The dryer included a quiet 25hp centrifugal fan and burner with a VFD to
convert 1ph power to 3ph. Also included with the dryer were aluminum screens, Pinnacle 20/20 dual
touchscreen controls, Accu-Dry moisture control technology, and top notch customer support from
the Lodermeier’s service staff.
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Gary Samuelson
Gary Samuelson of Cannon Falls started expanding on a new site
last year with a new Brock bin. This year, Gary found a used dryer
to move to the new location and hired Lodermeier’s to build a new
Brock 27’x40’ bin for wet storage. The bin has full floor aeration,
quiet low speed centrifugal fan, and Brock 8” powersweep. Gary
had us move his old air system to the new location and installed a
new JPS VariAir grain conveying system in his old site.
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Peterson Farms
Peterson Farms of River Falls, Wisconsin wanted
to update their existing air system so they contacted
Lodermeier’s and decided to install a 5” JPS
grain transfer system to feed three bins with a 30
hp motor on the blower controlled with a VFD.The
system also has a magnum systems air lock, bin
wall distributor, sight glass, large cyclones, and
all outdoor controls.
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Bianchi Farms
Joe and Tom Bianchi of Elgin contacted Lodermeier’s Inc. again when it was time to upgrade their
drying system. They wanted to add more wet storage so they constructed a new Brock 27’ diameter
x 17 ring bin with a capacity of 22,465 bushels. The bin is anchored on top of a stemwall foundation
so the the new Brock powersweep can feed directly into the Sudenga wet leg boot. The bin also
features a quiet low speed centrifugal fan.

Reed Clemenson
Reed Clemenson of Pine Island had Lodermeier’s Inc. construct a new Brock 24’ diameter x 12-
ring bin with a capacity of 12,572 bushels. The bin has a Brock Tri-Corr floor, Brock 8”
powersweep, and low speed centrifugal fan. Reed also purchased a used GSI dryer from
Lodermeier’s that they installed.
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Elm Lane Farms
Charlie and Chris Weber of Elmwood, Wisconsin wanted to add a continuous flow dryer to their
setup. They went with an MC E400 Eco series dryer. The dryer included a quiet 20hp centrifugal
fan and burner, Accudry moisture control system, MC-Trax remote monitoring system, and 3’
support stands. They also had Lodermeier’s  install a new JPS 30hp air system to take corn away
from the dryer to their storage bin.
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Sorg Farms Partnership
The Sorgs of Hastings wanted to upgrade their drying setup so they contracted with Lodermeier’s
Inc. to install the new equipment. A new MC 12-20-100 continuous flow tower dryer was installed
to speed up the drying. This dryer has stainless steel screens, multiple catwalks, Dual Pinnacle 20/
20 touchscreen controls, and the AccuDry moisture control system. A new Brock 27’x21-ring bin
was constructed to hold 27,603 bushels of wet storage. The bin has a Brock Tri-Corr floor with
Parthenon floor supports, 8” powersweep, and low speed centrifugal fan. A new Brock Tri-Corr
floor was also installed in a bin on the same location for better aeration.
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McNamara Family Farms
Steve, Carolyn and Nicole Koziolek of Northfield were looking to do a once in a generation upgrade
to their grain facility in Goodhue. They worked with the Lodermeier’s Inc. sales team going through
many design options and ideas before they reached a suitable plan and contracted with Lodermeier’s
to do the installation. The project included a complete concrete basement-style pit with 1,000 bushel
dump pit by Agristeel to unload semis quickly. They installed a Brock receiving leg and a dry leg
with capacities of 5,500 and 3,500 BPH which were both supported by a Lemar structural support
tower. Also installed was a Brock 21,500 bushel wet bin, Brock 52,000 bushel storage bin, and
multiple Brock drag chain conveyors for receiving grain and reclaiming bin unloads. The site was
also designed and built with future expansion in mind to fulfill their needs for years to come.
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Jeff VonHoltum
Jeff VonHoltum of Plum City, Wisconsin hired
Lodermeier’s Inc. to do a major upgrade to his drying
setup. Jeff purchased a new MC D900H mixed flow
grain dryer. The dryer has a Pinnacle 20/20 dual
touchscreen controller with MC Trax remote access.
The moisture can be controlled with the MC TruDry
system or the MC AccuDry system. It features very
quiet, low speed centrifugal fans. Lodermeier’s crew
then built a Brock 24’x15-ring bin with a capacity of
15,616 bushels. The bin is built on a 4’ stemwall
foundation so the Brock powersweep can dump
directly into the leg. It has full floor aeration and a
low speed centrifugal fan. An HGS 975 bushel dumpit
was installed. It has a 5,000 bph auger and full length
grate. The leg is carried from the dumpit into the wet
bin and the MC mixed flow dryer through a new
Brock 5,000 bph leg and LeMar galvanized support
tower.
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Ag Partners
The management team at Ag Partners contacted Lodermeier’s, Inc. in early 2019
wanting to build a new shop in Goodhue for maintaining all their equipment and
vehicles. After a lot of discussion and planning, a contract was signed and construction
began on this 18,000 sq. ft. Butler Mfg. pre-engineered steel frame building. This
building is divided into three main areas, including a 100’x120’x24’-6” main shop
area, and 75’x 50’x24’-6” shop area for their propane division. This area also has a
mezzanine for parts and tool storage, an area with computers for parts ordering and
shop manuals, restrooms, and an employee breakroom. The third and final area is a
75’x30’x24’-6” space used as a “wash bay” for their trucks and equipment. This shop
has seven overhead doors, sixteen windows that allow for great amounts of natural
light, several floor drains, and a large concrete apron on the exterior for working on
equipment. To complete the project, a sprinkler system and fire alarm was installed
to meet building codes.

lodermeiers.net

Goodhue, MN

651-923-4441
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Alan and Adam Dicke
The Dicke brothers purchased this 72’x121’-4”x 24’ eave height pre-engineered Butler Mfg. steel building from Lodermeier’s Inc. in 2020. This building was erected by the Dickes over a manure
pit with a slatted floor. This building has 2” condensation control roof insulation and two 15’x14’ framed openings for overhead doors. The building also has a mono-sloped roof, is all open to the
south, and has curtains on the north sidewall. The Dicke farm is near Goodhue.

Northwoods Orchard
The Eckdahl family, owners of Northwoods Orchard in Oronoco worked with
Lodermeier’s Inc. to build this 40’x40’x12’ post frame building with a 10’x40’
lean-to in 2020. This building features charcoal and burgundy Classic Rib steel
panels for the siding and roofing. 2’ vented eave and gable overhangs along with
a continuous vented ridge, help with building ventilation. Lodermeier’s crew
installed a ceiling under the porch area to keep birds out and there are 6x6 solid
sawn brown treated posts supporting the porch roof. A floor drain was installed
and then a 5” thick concrete floor was poured inside the building. 3” of closed
cell foam insulation was then sprayed in the walls. The Lodermeier’s crew
installed a “bright white” steel ceiling, and then 14” of blown fiberglass
insulation was placed in the attic. The interior walls were finished off with 1/2”
thick x 24” wide smooth white PVC panels from Extrutech Plastics.
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Fabricators of Wood Floor and Roof Trusses

Laminated Columns and Structural Steel

Distributors of i-Level

Engineered Wood
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Sales by:

Warren Springer
Warren Springer contacted Lodermeier’s, Inc. in late 2019 wanting to build a new storage building on his Kenyon area farm in 2020. After some discussion and planning Warren contracted with
Lodermeier’s Inc. to build this 40’x64’x14’ post frame building with a 14’x64’open lean-to. The lean-to is used for trailers and other storage while the inside is used for equipment and vehicle storage.
Warren had Lodermeier’s crew build a small 16’ x 40’ insulated workshop in one corner of the building. Warren wanted a “gambrel-style roof so the folks at Littfin Truss Company worked their magic
once again and designed at set of roof trusses to meet Warren’s wishes. 29 gauge Pro Panel II patriot red and bright white steel panels and trims were used for the exterior. A 10’x10’ and two 14’x12’
Clopay overhead doors were used for gaining access to the building.

Dan Bertschinger
Dan Bertschinger purchased this 46’x 64’x14’ post frame storage building this past year and had
the Lodermeier’s crew erect it on his Pine Island area property. Some of the great features Dan
included on his new building are the 2’ vented eave and gable overhangs, three insulated overhead
doors with operators and radio controls, a 5” thick concrete floor in the entire building, a steel ceiling
in the entire building, and a 22’x36’x14’ area that is completely insulated with a steel liner that is
used for Dan’s workshop area. Seamless steel gutters were installed on both eaves, and color steel
panels from Metal Sales Mfg. were chosen for the exterior walls and roof.
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Stephen Bourbeau
Stephen Bourbeau purchased the materials package from Lodermeier’s, Inc in 2020 for this
32’x42’x14’ post frame storage building and erected it himself on his Red Wing area property. A
few features included on this project were the four 4’x3’ #900 insulated vinyl slider windows, an
18’x12’ overhead door and 29 guage color steel panels from Metal Sales for the roofing and siding.

Harold Puppe
After moving back to the Red Wing area in 2020, Harold Puppe contacted Lodermeier’s Inc. for
a building to store his camper and some other items. After some discussion and planning the Puppes
decided have the Lodermeier’s crew erect this 24’x40’x16’ post frame type building. The roof and
gables were sheathed with 29 gauge color steel panels from Metal Sales Mfg. Both sidewalls were
left uncovered, and both end walls were left open so Harold could drive through the building.

Josh and Lindsay Finnesgard
Josh and Lindsay contracted with Lodermeier’s Inc. once again this past year to erect this
40’x56’x16’ addition on the south end of their existing shop. This addition has Classic Rib steel
panels from Metal Sales Mfg. on the exterior to match their existing building. A 16’x16’ Clopay
brand insulated overhead door with operator was installed on the west side of the addition. A full
insulation and steel liner package was also installed on the interior to complete the project.
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Improve the appearance

of your next building...
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Use AJ Manufacturing

Roll Formed Doors and

Aluminum Windows!

Al Jarratt
Al Jarratt was in need of more storage on his Cannon Falls area property. After contacting
Lodermeier’s Inc. and meeting with the sales staff Al chose to have them build this 26’x40’x14’ post
frame type building. This building has a 13’x14’ one piece sliding door on each gable end, a 3/0 x
6/8 A.J. Mfg. brand steel entry door with keyed lockset, and clear polycarbonate “ridge lite” cap
on the peak. Al chose light stone Pro Panel II color steel panels for the roof and walls with white
trim to match another Lodermeier’s building he purchased some years back.

Kevin Lewison
Kevin Lewison contracted with Lodermeier’s, Inc. once again to build this 48’x30’x12’ post frame
building on his Lake City area farm. Some of the columns for this building were set on an existing
foundation wall that was still in very good condition, and the rest of the columns were set in the
ground. There are four 4’x3’ insulated vinyl slider windows and two 3/0 x 6/8 steel entry doors
supplied by A.J. Mfg. installed on this building. A small entry was built on the west end wall of this
building and two 10’x10’ steel overhead doors were installed to finish the job.
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CRANE

SERVICE
with certified crane operators by NCCCO

60 Ton - 165’ height

36 Ton - 180’ height

35 Ton - 160’ height

32 Ton - 160’ height

30 Ton - 160’ height

Give us a call and let our professionals help you with your project.

SPECIALIZING IN: Customer Service • Value Added Products • Concrete Pumping

LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU IN:
Zumbrota ........732-5801 Dover ............ 932-4020
Rochester .......289-4022 Dodge Center ..... 374-2565
Austin .............437-8998 Stewartville ....... 533-8809
Chatfield .........932-4020 Builders Sand ..... 288-3485

“Your Professional Concrete Supplier”

John and Mary Wagner
The Wagners contracted with Lodermeier’s, Inc. in late 2019 to have this new
30’x64’x12’ post frame storage building built on their Zumbrota area farm in the
summer of 2020. John was hesitant about the traditional post frame type construction
where columns are set in the ground, so Lodermeier’s offered up the idea of pouring
concrete foundation walls first and then setting the columns on the walls. So, first the
foundation footings and walls were poured and then the 5” thick concrete floor with a
drain. Next crews came in and erected the building. The columns were attached to the
foundation walls using SturdiWall brackets thatwere “wet set” in the foundation walls.
Just a few of the other features on this project included, a 12’x10’ Clopay insulated
overhead door on the end wall, Pro Panel II burnished slate and light stone steel panels,
and trims on the exterior.

Paul and Deb Burandt
The Burandts contacted Lodermeier’s Inc. in 2020 with a desire to build a farm shop
on their Prescott, Wisconsin area farm. After taking the Burandts on a brief tour of
several other shops they decided to go with this 56’x64’x18’ post frame type building.
This beautiful shop has many great features. Just a few of those features include: a
30’x16’ and 16’x16’ insulated Clopay overhead doors, seven 4’x3’ insulated vinyl
slider windows from A.J. Mfg. a full insulation and steel liner package, an 11’x48’
mezzanine with railing and stairs, a full office, a bathroom, and a parts storage area.
A 6” thick concrete floor with an in-floor heating system completed this great project.

FOUNDATION

FINISHED

BUILIDING
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David Heublein
David Heublein of Lewiston contacted Lodermeier’s Inc. to design a major upgrade to his drying
setup. After some Revit 3D drawings were drafted a lot of new equipment was ordered. The heart
of the new setup was a new MC 101160 tower dryer. The dryer has 4 catwalks, aluminum screens,
Pinnacle 20/20 dual touchscreen controls with MC Trax for remote monitoring, and the AccuDry
moisture control system with DryMaster sensors. Next, a 975 bushel pit was installed sixteen feet
in the ground. The pit has a 5,000 bph auger that feeds the Hyland Grain Systems wet leg. Dry corn
is moved from the dryer through an HGS galvanized conveyor to an HGS 3,000 bph dry leg. Both
legs are supported inside an HGS galvanized H beam support tower. Lodermeier’s also constructed
two new bins. The first was a Brock 24’x 17-ring bin with a capacity of 17,646 bushels for wet grain.
It was constructed on a 4’ stemwall so the Brock powersweep can go directly into the leg boot. It
also has a ShurStep stairway and low speed centrifugal fan. The second Brock bin was a 36’
diameter x 16-ring with a capacity of 38,351 bushels. The Brock Series 1500 powersweep has a
vertical auger for easy unloading. The bin also has a side draw with a ShurStep stairway and a
ShurStep to the eave.

A and G Ranch
Al and Gordy Bauer of Hastings were looking to upgrade the dryer on their farm. They went with
a new MC Eco Series E600 dryer. Some of the features on the dryer included aluminum outside
screens, dual-sided upper catwalk, Pinnacle 20/20 touchscreen control, MC Trax with remote
control, 1ph to 3ph VFD with dryer, and a quiet centrifugal fan.
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Carlson Farms of Goodhue
The Carlsons of Goodhue were in need of more storage this fall so they contracted with
Lodermeier’s Inc. to construct a new Brock 72’ diameter x 59’ eave bin with a capacity of 219,285
bushels. The commercial E-Series bin has a Brock Tri-Corr floor with Parthenon floor supports, a
Brock 10” u-trough with a Series 2000 commercial sweep with tractor drives. Two large centrifugal
fans keep the grain properly aerated. The bin also has a sidedraw with a hinged spout and ShurStep
stairway.

Grobe Farms
Jim and Joe Grobe of Millville purchased a new Brock 48’ diameter x 62’ eave bin with a capacity
of 99,972 bushels. The E-Series commercial bin has a Brock Tri-Corr floor with Parthenon floor
supports, low speed centrifugal fan, Brock 1500 Series 10” powersweep, and 5th ring sidedraw.

Cory Hinrichs
Cory Hinrichs of Red Wing purchased a new Brock 36’ diameter x 33’ eave bin with a capacity of
30,078 bushels. Cory included in the bin a ShurStep stairway, 8” Brock Series 1500 powersweep,
Brock Tri-Corr floor, and low speed centrifugal fan. Cory also had the Lodermeier’s crew install
a used air system and pour cement for his dryer and electric building.

Ken and Jason Lohman
Ken and Jason Lohman purchased from Lodermeier’s Inc. a used Sukup T16 dryer. The Lodermieier’s
crew poured a pad and installed the dryer, and then installed a new Westfield portable auger from
the dryer to the storage bin.
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Wabasha
Ready Mix

Precision Concrete Pumping & Placing

Residential • Agricultural • Commercial

Wabasha Plant

905 Church Ave.

Wabasha, MN

651-565-3610

Durand Plant

Division of Wabasha

1848 County Road D, Durand, WI

715-283-4244
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Mark and Bonnie Strusz
Mark Strusz called Lodermeier’s Inc. in 2020 wanting to have a silo room rebuilt after some old silos
were taken down. First, Lodermeier’s had concrete foundation walls and a floor poured where the
old silos stood. Once concrete was complete, the building crew came in and tore down some of the
existing building. After demolition work was complete this 34’x 10’x8’ building was built.

BEFORE
AFTER
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Hildebrandt Enterprises LLC
Hildebrandt Farms in Prescott, Wisconsin needed to
add additional wet holding capacity to their drying
setup. They decided to go with a flat bottom Brock bin
to fill that need. The bin is 21’ diameter x 33’ eave with
a capacity of 9,800 bushels. Included with this bin is a
quiet centrifugal fan, 8” powersweep unload, Brock
Tri-Corr floor, and four roof vents.

Duane Wojcik
Duane Wojcik of Red Wing wanted to speed up his fall
drying process and contracted with Lodermeier’s Inc.
to install a used Kansun 10-21-210 dryer. He also had
Lodermeier’s install a new JPS 4” air system with VFD
controls and a quiet Tri-Lobe blower to fill his storage
bin.
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Boles Farms
Jay Boles of Prescott, Wisconsin hired Lodermeier’s Inc. to do a major upgrade of his drying setup.
After careful consideration Jay purchased a new MC E700 continuous flow dryer. The dryer has
many great features including aluminum outer screens, Pinnacle 20/20 dual touchscreen controls,
AccuDry moisture controls, and upper service catwalk. Jay also upgraded the current 5” air system
he had with a new JPS VariAir grain conveying system. The system features a Tri-Lobe blower and
a VFD that controls the speed of the blower motor. This combination makes for a very quiet and
reliable air system.

Kurt Afdahl
Kurt Afdahl of Hammond, Wisconsin was referred to Lodermeier’s Inc. by a previous customer
when he wanted to purchase a new dryer. After a short conversation Kurt decided to buy a new MC
Eco Series E600 dryer. The dryer features a low speed centrifugal fan that is very quiet. The dryer
is equipped with a Pinnacle 20/20 dual touchscreen controller that can be remotely monitored and
operated from anywhere in the world. It also has an AccuDry moisture control system with
DryerMaster sensors that constantly monitors the grain going in and out of the dryer.

Borgschatz Inc.
Gary, Lyle, and Tanner Borgschatz of Pine Island have been very loyal customers of Lodermeier’s
Inc. After Lodermeier’s did a big upgrade to the leg and wet bin a few years ago it was time to replace
the dryer. After hearing how well the new MC Delta mixed flow dryer worked they knew right away
that is what would replace the old screen dryer. The new MC D900H has many great features that
include a dual upper service catwalk, tapered air ducts, quiet low speed centrifugal fans, and high
efficiency Midco burners. The dryer is run from the PLC based Pinnacle 20/20 dual touchscreen
controls. MC Trax allows them to monitor and run the dryer remotely. The AccuDry moisture
control system accurately sends corn out the dryer at the desired moisture. They also backed up the
dryer with a new JPS VariAir 40hp grain conveying system. The variable frequency drive makes
the motor on the blower run at the desired speed so grain does not get damaged and keeps the system
very quiet.
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Huntsinger Farms
Huntsinger Farms of Eau Claire, Wisconsin had a major dryer fire in the fall of 2019 that wrecked
their dryer and wet bin, so they contacted Lodermeiers and made the decision to rebuild. After
a quick discussion they were sold on the new MC D1200H mixed flow grain dryer. The dryer
features dual upper catwalks, a Dual Pinnacle 20/20 touchscreen controller with MC Trax, and
the AccuDry moisture control system. Then Lodermeier’s constructed a new Brock 27’x33’ bin
with a capacity of 16,530 bushels for wet storage. The bin has a Brock Tri-Corr floor for aeration,
a Brock Series 1500 8” powersweep, ShurStep stairway, and low speed centrifugal fan.

Larry Michaelson
Larry Michaelson of Balsam Lake, Wisconsin contacted Lodermeier’s Inc. to bid on his new
grain setup. After some careful planning Larry decided to hire Lodermeier’s to do his construction.
His first purchase was the new MC D1200H mixed flow grain dryer. This screenless dryer
includes upper service catwalk, AccuDry moisture controls with DryerMaster sensors, Dual
Pinnacle 20/20 touchscreen controls, and MC Trax for monitoring. Larry installed a new JPS
VariAir 5” blower and airlock to get his corn to the bins. A new LeMar tower and Sukup 5,000
bph leg were constructed to get the corn to the wet bin and dryer. Lodermeier’s then installed a
new HGS 975 bushel dumpit with a full length grate. Late in the season Larry decided he was
going to need more storage so a new Sukup 48’x62 bin was constructed. The bin has a capacity
of 99,797 bushels. It features a Greene stairway, 5th ring sidedraw, 8” powersweep, and low speed
centrifugal fans.
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Keith Lexvold
Keith Lexvold of Goodhue contracted with Lodermeier’s Inc. to install a larger wet corn bin on his
grain site. He went with a Brock 27’ diameter x 37’ eave outside stiffened bin with a holding capacity
of 18,600 bushels. The bin included a 3’ tall foundation, 3hp centrifugal fan, 8” powersweep unload,
and a Brock Shur-Step outside stairway.

LaVerne Kronebusch
LaVerne Kronebusch from Plainview decided during the summer that he wanted to add more on-
farm storage to his grain site. He contracted with Lodermeier’s Inc. and got his bin put up on
schedule in time to fill it during harvest. The bin is a Brock 27’ diameter x 7-ring with a capacity
of 9,600 bushels. It includes a Brock Tri-Corr floor, 8” powersweep unload, electric grain spreader
and four roof vents.

lodermeiers.net

Goodhue, MN

651-923-4441
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Hernkes Inc.
Hernkes Inc. of Cannon Falls  contracted the Lodermeier’s
professional crew to construct a new Brock 60’ diameter x 23-
ring bin with a capacity of 156,067 bushels. The bin features
Boone temperature cables, Brock Tri-Corr floor, low speed
centrifugal fans, and Brock Series 1500 powersweep. The bin
also features a side draw and a ShurStep stairway on both the side
draw and to the eave.

Kenny Dohrn
Kenny Dohrn of Lake City purchased a Brock 24’ diameter x 26’
eave bin with a capacity of 10,167 bushels. The bin has a Brock
Tri-Corr floor, 8” tube and well unload, six roof vents, and a Brock
3hp low speed centrifugal fan.

Hinrichs Farms Inc.
Gary and Craig Hinrichs of Red Wing  had a grain bin damaged
in a late August storm. When it was decided the bin needed to be
taken down a new Brock 42’x33’ bin was ordered. The floor and
unload were reused but they upgraded to a ShurStep stairway and
centrifugal fan.

Rod Jorgenson
Rod Jorgenson of Kasson contacted the Lodermeier’s sales staff
to help him redesign his grain setup. He then purchased a new
Brock 27’x16-ring bin with a capacity of 21,181 bushels for more
wet storage. The bin was built on a 4’ stemwall foundation so that
the Brock Series 1500 powersweep could drop directly into the
wet leg. The bin has full floor aeration, ShurStep stairway, and
low speed centrifugal fan. The wet leg was not tall enough to feed
directly into the bin, so a Sudenga grain pump was installed to get
wet corn to the new bin.

Lokker Farms
Lokker Farms of Baldwin, Wisconsin had Lodermeier’s Inc.
construct a new Brock 42’x40’ bin with a capacity of 50,118
bushels. The bin includes a Brock Tri Corr floor with Parthenon
floor supports, a Brock Series 1500 x 8” powersweep, ShurStep
stairway and roof handrail, and a 15hp low speed centrifugal fan.

Pine Rose Farms
Todd McGiffin of Rice Lake, Wisconsin hired Lodermeier’s crew
to construct a new Brock 48’x22-ring bin with a capacity of
94,191 bushels. The bin is very loaded up with low speed centrifugal
fans, ShurStep stairway, sidedraw with ShurStep stairway, Brock
Tri Corr floor with Parthenon floor supports, and a new Brock
Series 1500 10” powersweep with 12” vertical auger.
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Jon Romo
Jon Romo of Cannon Falls built a new grain setup this year. He hired Lodermeiers to construct a
new Brock 36’x33’ bin with a capacity of 30,078 bushels. The bin has a Brock Tri-Corr floor with
Parthenon floor supports, Series 1500 8” powersweep, low speed centrifugal fan, and ShurStep
stairway. Jon purchased a used wet bin and dryer and move them with help from his friends. Then
Lodermeier’s installed a new JPS VariAir grain conveying system. The air system uses variable
speed control for the motor to make it run nice and smooth.

Mark Wagenknecht
Mark Wagenknecht from Hampton needed more grain storage so he hired Lodermeier’s Inc. to get
the job done. A new Brock 36’x48’ bin was constructed that holds 42,645 bushels. The bin has a
ShurStep stairway, roof handrail, Brock Tri-Corr floor with Parthenon floor supports, a Brock 1500
Series powersweep, and low speed centrifugal fan.
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Steve Uthke
Steve Uthke of Eyota built a new grain setup this year. He moved
his Kansun dryer across the road and had Lodermeier’s construct
a new Brock 42’x40’ bin. The bin features a Brock Tri-Corr floor
with Parthenon floor supports, 8” Brock series 1500 powersweep,
low speed centrifugal fan, and ShurStep stairway. Steve also had
Lodermeier’s install a used DMC air system to his new bin.

Terry Brothers
Terry Bros. of Northfield hired Lodermeier’s to construct a Brock
24’x22’6” 6-ring grain bin with a capacity of 8,770 bushels. The
bin has ladder and cage with eave platform, Brock Tri-Corr floor
with floor stands, Brock unload with power sweep, and roof auger
for filling.

Jerry Nelson
Jerry Nelson of Cannon Falls decided it was time to get rid of a small dry leg and a number of roof augers and have Lodermeier’s
install a 5” JPS air transfer system. This system feeds four bins and has a 40hp motor on the blower controlled with a VFD. The system
also has a magnum systems air lock, sight glass, large cyclones, and indoor control box.

Ter Rae Farms
The Mitchells of New Richmond, Wisconsin were tired of cleaning
the tower dryer they had. When they heard MC was building a
mixed flow dryer they knew that was the dryer for them. Lodermeier’s
installed a new MC D2400H mixed flow dryer. This dryer has all
of the best options from MC including a Dual 20/20 touchscreen
control and AccuDry moisture control system with DryerMaster
sensors. The dryer is also equipped with a conveyor unload
system. This is the largest MC Delta dryer in operation in the
United States at the end of 2020.


